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IN OUR 76th YEAR
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MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

EW FRENCH PEACE PLAN IS FORWARDED

are

Little League' Vet0i;„1 love Instead Of Iron
sed By France
fryouts Are Fist To
Well Attended

PUT VIKING IN PLACE; ROSE 136 MILES HIGH ONCE

T

1

The Little League tryout season
started yesterday with 78 hopefuls
on hand at Holland Stadium. The
11 year olds will tryout today at
4:30 ..e.; the 12 yeat orls at 4:30
'Friday.

a.

•

Fred Faurot will pilot tht Yanks
this year and the team is sponsored by the YMBC club. Budd,'
Buckingham will coach the Cubs,
sponsored by the Lions Club, Robert Young will coach the Reds
sponsored by the Ryan Milk Company. and Arnold Rose uell coach
the Cards, sponsored by the Mar.
ray Rotary Club.
Ty Holland today said that competition for positions werf intense.
Only twenty of the se.enty six
boys who tried out yesterday can
be on the Little League team.
League officials said they hoped
that a Pony League could be
formed so these boys coull play.
League rules call for fifteen
boys on each leant Of thi, fifteen,
. eve must be between the ages of
• and 10. five of the age of eleven,
and five of the age of twelve.
• This means that only 20 of the
16 who tried out in the age bracket of 9-10 yesterday, can play
%In the Little League.
Interest in Little Leietue and
Junior League games in Murray
has increased over the past several
years, and facilities this year will
equal facilities in almost :lay other
community of the size ot Murray.

*%

been getting increasingly persistBy CHARLES M. MCCat'' N
United Press Staff Correspondent ent, ana increasingly violent, for
years.
France has decided to use the
Terrorists have tried to assassinvelvet glove instead of the iron ate both
French and Moroccan digfist in Morocco.
nitaries.
They
have
attacked
For the first time since 1947, a French
officials and officers, blastcivilian has been named resident ed cafes
and other public places
general of the revolt torn protec- with bombs and machine
guns.
torate on the northwest corner of • French
residents general have
Africa.
deposed one sultan of Morocco,
Plump, balding Francis Lacoste, banished thousands of nationalists
a career diplomat, will try under to remote places in southern
what Paris calls a "new face" Morocco and sentenced others to
policy of reform to win the Moroc- prison. Newspapers have been
can nationalists over to coopera- banned. The Istiqlal Independence
Party has been outlawer.
tion instead of terrorism.
Repression has done no good.
Lacoste succeeds Gen. Augustin Neither have the minor reforms so
Guillaume, an iron fist man, who far carried out.
was given an explosive bon voyage
Lacoste's first job will be to
present Tuesday in the form of a put into effect a series of reforms
bomb. The bomb did not come worked out several months ago
anywhere near hitting him but but held up.
killed two persons and wounded
Morocco, 151.000 square miles in
40.
area and with a population of
The nationalist movement has about 10,000.000, is a protectorate
and one of the associated states
of the new French Union.
It. is important to the United
States, which has a number of big
atomic bomber based there.

Tornadoes Cuts
Through Midsection
Of Nation Today

Modification Of One Given
By CommunistsTo End War
By EDWARD M. KORRY
United Press Staff Correspondent
ain —
GENEVA. Switzerland
France today put forward a new,
five point Indochina peace plan
calling for an immediate end to
the shooting. informed 'French
sources said.
The French blueprint — a modification of one submitted by the
Communists — was submitted by
French Foreign Minister Georges
Bidault at the start ef today's 10th
secret session of the peace talks.
In addition to an immediate
cease fire, French sources said,
Bidault's plan calls for a meetiog
next week of military representatives of the two opposing sides in
Indochina to map zones into which
rival armies in Viet Nam. the'largest of Indochina's three associated
states, could be withdrawn and re-

launching at White Sandi!.
THE MARTIN VIKING NO. TO rocket is shown being put into place for
of 138 miles.
N. M. The giant weighs 7242 tons, Is 42 feet long, and recently soared to neight
on. Middle: WearLeft: Body of the Viking is placed in launching frame to have nose and tail fitted
Right: Needleing a special protective clothing, fueling squad pumps peroxide into Viking's tanks.
(latertiarionnt aoundpAcitos)
like nose, polished to minor sznoothneas, is in place and rocket ls ready,

grouped.
Bidault explained his governmera's position in detail today m's.
his meeting with U.S. Unlersecrea
tary of State Walter Bedell Smith
and British Foreign Secretary An-

BODY REPAIR
SHOP

'WHOLESALE
FRY CO.

Bidault was believed to be pinning hopes for progres; on a
cease - fire agreement en Soviet
Foreign Minister Vyacaeslav M.
Molotov /who has been mare "conciliatory" than Commun.st Chinese Premier - Foreign Minister
Chou En-Lai.
Bidault's job will be to reconcile
a French peace .plan va‘th the
Communist •partition project.
French and -Communist officers
in Indochina Already were reported to be having conversations on
drawing cease-fire lines, authorities said.
however
The authorities said
the talks were confines' only to
the partition of Viet Nam. largest
of the three Associated States of
Indochina and major battleground
of the war.
Complete truce teams from both
authority
awaiting
were
sides
from the Geneva conference, however, before undertaking the task
of carving up the courary.
The Cosnmunists propa,sed partition not only of Viet Nam out
also of the two smaller Indochinese states of Laos and Cambodia
Tuesday in a mova that alarmed
the American delegatice to the
•
conference.
Allied sources said Wednesday
night the United States woe ready
to accept division of V•et Nam
but balked at the idea of carving
up Laos and Cambodia on the
ground that no true rebel resistance movement exists la those
countries.

thony Eden.
Top diplomatic sources said that
Britain has set June 5 as the progLacoste, who nas been given
ress toward ending the Indochina
the difficult assignment of bringing
war through negertin4ionor hot
By rNITED PRESS
order to Morocco with a velvet
Unless agreement on a ceasefunnels cut• through glove
Tornado
policy. is 48.
fire is in sight by that date these
parts of the nation's midsection tosources said. Britain will be ready
day and twister warnings were
He entered the diplomatic servto support the American plan for
isseed for parts of Kansas. Mis- ice after his graduation from the
a Southeast Asian alliance
French School of Political Science
souri and Texas
Eden. the driving for.- 1. behind
id
tet
ureamui s
Bn
a Weatherrwee
Before World War II. Lacoste
TheetU ebnet
peace moves here, was representthere was a danger of isolated served in the French embassies to
ed as expecting a firm decision
China and Yugoslavia. ,He served
rs within 30 miles on eithrws
on, an, armistioe by the end of.
betties
marrigotion
the
on
-was•
•
' By JAMES SAAR
in the armed farms mc -tiger Mort
next week.
occurred
explosion
first
the
lla, Tex, to 30 miles east of of the war and after the fall of
e
orreapondent when
United Press Start
sources
then, diplomatic
By
:nan
2,800
his
of
as the members
France fought in the resistance
Dallas.
said. Eden feels it .will become
—
itP
I.
R.
POINT.
QUONSET
crew lined up for breakfast.
forces.
A revival will be held at the
clear whether the Commanist bloc
Another tornado warning was :sout today on a pier
"1 am damned proud to be the
Five Point Baptist Mission begin- Fire broke
willing to end the fighting, and
Since the war he has served in
sued for an area within 40 miles
Bencarrier
aircraft
commanding officer of such a her- Is
ning Sunday afternoon May 30 at alongside the
whether the Red price for a ceaseon either side of a line from Wi- the embassy in Washington, has
evening services nington as a special naval hoard oic and unselfish crew of AmeriThe
p.m.
2:00
chita, Kan.. to Kansas. City, Mo. been a delegate to the United Nainvestigate can seamen," he said "Their res- fire oan be accepted by the Weedwill begin on Monday May 31 at of inquiry prepared to
ern, Allies,
Both alerts were expected to be tions and was an official in the
flames that killed cue effort was splendid."
and
explosions
evening.
7:30 each
Prime Minister Winstres Churchresidence general in Morocco for
lifted later in the morning.
By UNITED PRESS
91 and injured 201 on the great
Raborn ordered full speed ahead
A tornado was reported .asrly • time. When he was named to
The Jackson Generals todae held
The pastor, Rev. Bill Clark ship Wednesday.
for Quonset while damage control ill has said Britain will not act
what may be a record equaling today near DeLeon, Tex and an his new post last week, he %%AS at
parties and rescue workers fought On the US. proposal for a SouthA Navy spokesman first said toMrs. Nona Rayburn. aged 117,
string of 22 consecutive ICAllef at unconfirmed twister was reported the Geneva conference.
their way into the choking smoke east Asian alliance. bawd on the
carriethe
aboard
was
fire'
day's
area.
the start of a season, following in the Colwich, Kan..
that billowed from the third deck NATO pattern, until the results of missed away at eleven fifty-five!
late
struck
but it proved -to be blazing rubbisn in the forward port -section.
tornadoes
Two
List night's 9 to 6 defeat at the
are Wednesday morning. Death came
negotiation!
Geneva
the
on the dock. The fire was ex'inWednesday. one causing $73.000
hands of Paducah.
at her home at 502 North Fourth
Debris littered the passageways. known.
afnot
was
ship
the
and
guiahed
By losing again tonight to Pa- damage at Syracuse, Kan., and
Bidault re ce i v e d instructions Street. next door to her daughter
Bulkheads and deck plates were
fected.
ducah, the Generals can equal an the other hitting the Bronte, Texas
twisted. But there was no visible from the French Cabinet in Pwis Mrs. Edgar Shirley.
all time Kitty League mark of 23 area
Mrs. Rayburn has been an inWednesday night to press for a
the Navy an- damage on the ship's exterior.
time
same
the
At
Meanwhile temperaturas vette!
straight defeats at any point in
Screams echoed in the compart- truce and to refrain from cutright valid for the past eighte-n years
201 injured. 91
the
of
that
nounced
the season, set by Paducah in widely across the nation. It was
were still an hospitals this morning ments where men were trapped. rejection of a Communist plan that and became worse on Tuesday
below freezing in the upper Michi1922
HANOI. Indochina gP1 — Com110 had been treated and re- The noise was _compounded by would pattition the country's three afternoon. She had lived for all
and
The Fulton Lookouts. winniag gan Peninsula and at Mullen Pass, munist rebels have launched their
clanging alarm bells and the shouts states.
leased.
over life in Calloway County.
their 13th game in the last 15 Ida., there was 20 inches of snow most violent attack yet on the Red
of halfnaked sailors who battled
Survivors include one daughter,
The foreign mi2ter on reportstarts, climbed into second plae• on the ground' and more falling. River defense outpost of Yon Phu,
The special naval board of in- to save their shipmates.
ed reliably to have told the cabi- Mrs. Edgar Shirley: two sons,
today.
later
by trampling the previous holders In the South, however, early tnotn• near Hanoi, the French High Comconvene
to
was
quiry
Lt. JO John S. Wollam of PittsJudge Waylon Rayburn and Rayof the position, the Owensbnro log temperatures were in the 70's. mand announced today.
A Navy public -information officer burgh was hurled from his bed to net that a cease-fire w,11 either
mond RaybOrn; one sister Mrs.
of
hope
be
°eat'
sight
in
ending
conafter
Oilers, 9 to 4 Ken MeClandock
said that immediately
The high command said the
the deck of his cabin. naked. He
Murray. three
Lee of
Jessie
Ca.s
at
seven-year
the
war
conferFulton.
for
sdjouan
ball
tit
pitched thr
vening, the board would
Communists brought rip lar/e condashed into the passageway. borbrothers. J. L Mahan. .Y M. MaHopkinayi e also Moved up by
for a two to three day inspection cf rowed a pair of trousers and ence will be lost.
centrations of 57 millimeter recoilShould Bidault return to Pant han. and T. N. Mahan at; of Murtaking a 1 ubleheader from the
the stricken ship.
less cannon and were blasting the
grabbed a heavy duty gas mask.
Mayfield Clothiers. 7 to 3 snit 4
encircled fortress incessantly in a
looking for people,- he without some definite aareement. ray.
began
"I
The board, headed by Rear AdShe also had six grandchildren.
to 3. Pete J-larnold and Bill saayles
major effort to crack Hanoi's
said "I tried to go down a for- an angry National Assembly almiral John M "Peg Les" Hoskins,
She was a member of the First
were the winning pitchers as the
nick tip most certainly will demand a new.
southern defense perimeter.
to
started
I
hatch.
ward
will check particularly for any inBaptist Church of Mornay. The
Hoppers took' oyer fourth place
An estimated two Red divisions
a man at the bottom but he was government.
dications that sabotage might, have
from Mayfield.
Deputies %Vele expected to de- funeral will be held today at 2011
were hOrled against Yen Phu
dead His skin was shredded off
SecNavy
although
involved,
Thomas
Rev,
been
Clark
Rill
I,eague leadihg Union city plus
while another Communist division
mand solid proof of Bidault's pre. pm. at the J. H. Churchill Funehim like a peach"
retary Charles S. Thomas said preteretl Madisonville, 14 to 7, as
slashed away at the major de- Thomas will preach at the servicea
Even before the stricken yeanel gresn at Geneva when a loma-pnat- ral Home with Rev. J. It Thurevino
showed
inspection
liminary
farst baseman Al Shill rang up a
fense city of Phu Ly. seven miles and Brie. Ed Cremer will lead the
reached Quonset. seven helicopters poned National Assembly debate man and Dr., H. C. Chiles officiatdence of sabotage.
home run, two triples and a single
north of Yen Phu, and 32 males singing.
-- —
had flown out to bring the mole onthe Indochina War an' Geneva ing.
for six runs batted in. Frank BraBurial will be in the Temple
The Vacation Bible School of below this northern capital.
The Bennington's master, Capt. aeriously injured ashore. The time- conference opens rext Tuesday.
bus
churrh
will
regular
make
The
gan. Madisonville second baseman, the First Christian Church will
in
The fall of Yen Phu would open routes each evening of the revival William F. Rabiern of Oklahoma saving
technique developed
Hill Cemetery.
had five singles in five trips.
open Monday May 31. The school Phu Ly to a massive assault from meeting. Anyone wishing to be ,City, Okla., said he had na idea Korea probably saved many lives.
Pallbearers will be Bob Miller,
at
Fulton
games:
Tonight's
will meet daily from May 31 the south and threaten the entire picked up by the bus is asked ,what caused the explosions and according to hospital officials.
Ginales Wallis, Thomas Banks,
Owensboro, Padueah at Jackson, through June 4 from 9.30 a.m. French position in the part of 'he
When the carrier reached port.
Charles Sextion, Wells Overbey,
to call Jimmy Taylor at telephone fire.
Mayfield, and
at
Hopkinsville
Red Delta below Hanoi and Hawto II 30 a.m.
the dock was piled high with cofand George Hart.
84.
orderwere
investigations
Madisonville at Union City.
Other
There will be four departments phong, its seaport 56 miles to the
fins. A corps of medical air men
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
coraservices
armed
the
by
ed
'The public is cordially invited
using the general theme, "Our east.
waited to receive the ship's grim
-Home is in charge of arrange.
the
and
House
the
of
imittees
The Communist led rebels, in a to attend the revival. The Five
Church-.
cargo.
James Hush Stewart district FFA fliCTte
de•partmerlit general. tipsurge of activity in the Point Baptist Mis.sitin is located at Senate. Rep. Edith Nourse Rogers
The kindergarten
Since Quonset is the home part winner in public speaking and
possibility
the
suggested
under the direction of Mrs. Oren threatened delta, also attacked Fix Five Point about one half block 'R-Mass
of the Bennington, scores of Wive3, Ronnie Hampton. winner in piano.
that Communists may have at- mothers and sweethearts were at will be special guests of the
Hull will study "Happy Times In adahriaas within a 10 mile radius of on' the Mayfield highway.
By UNITED PRISM
ship.
the
tempted to cripple
Hanoi but were driven back.
Our Church"
the base, waiting anxiously to learn Paducah Chamber of. Commerce
The flaming battle for Yen Phu
loved oriel.
primary department will
The
and a Bar-B-Que chicken dinasr.
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
While the investigations shaped the fate of their
Needs a Church", came at a critical time with the
Dear Editor
The grisly task ot identifying the Monday, May 31 in Paducah.
cloudy and continued as arm with study "everyone
intellieence officers and enginup.
of Mrs Leon French still suffering from the loss
I received your notice today
Tommy Story. a blue a ibbon
widely scattered thus lerstorms under the direction
eers searched the blackened inter- dead lasted into the night. Some
Herryweeod Gray and
Dien Bien Phu and with the
afternoo., tonight ard lettOr- Smith, MM.
nt the carrier for clues to the bodies ware charred sp badly fin- winner in tobacco and Gerald .telling me my_ subscription is
ior
John Pasco. The junior ee- whole delta at its stage of greatgerprints were indistinguishable. Coles, 2 blue ribbon winner in about out I haven't got too touch
disaster.
tow High today 82: lov• tonight Mrs.
partment, under the direction of est crisis.
Dental charts were used as a last hog., will also ba guests of the longer to tea' over here. so ; will
-11 to 65. High tomorrow 82.
The French indicated they would
Mrs. Coleman McKeel and Mrs.
Capt. Raborn brought the crip- resort.
dinner.
wait until I get back to Murray
Baptist pled ship to its moorings here
The efffrry
Corner
Arlo Sprunger will study, "The make a major effort to hold Yen
It has been the custom ref the to renew it.
The Bennington left Norfolk. Va.,
TEMPERATURES
where
World".
sea
at
The
and
Phu
have
miles
rammed
annual
throutls
Around
70
begin
point
will
its
Church
Church
from a
I want to thank you very much
84
on Monday for Newport where it Chamber of Commerce to invite
High Yesterday
"One Church for One World" at least two relief columns. Wed- Vacgtion Bible School by having the disaster occurred.
all blue ribbon winners in the for the fine service you have
.66
_
was scheduled to rendezvous ,..vith
61111111111,Wela Last Night
'
intermedithe
of
the
command
for
"several
they
study
May
nesday
announced
given
a preparation day this Friday
will be the
Raborn,
a task force and take midshipmen Purchase FFA Day Contest to a given me.
ates led by Rev. Harrywood Gray, thousand" paratrooper reinforce- 78 at 830 a m. It will be held 27,100 ton vessel only three weeks
Voir of Paducah and a chicken
Over here in Korea. a home
on their annual training cruise.
LAKE STAGES
Mrs.
and
Jr..
been
Bailey
there.
ments had
dropped
from Monday May. 31 through
Mrs. H. B.
.
dinner for several years.
town newspaper is the very thing.
- --tramthe
compose
The French announced at the Friday June 4 with three hours
Everett Jones
The death toll was the second
James Stewart will receive RIO and to me the Ledger and Times
. SHALES TO ATTEND
RM:
Observed Chang* To portation committee.
royal Laotian capital of Luang of activity each day. highest in peacetime naval history. and Ronnie Hampton $5 Both boys is it.
Midnight
am.
6
At
of
chairman
Station
Prabang the evacuation of woundThe pastor. Bro. Garnett Moss, PADUCAH WEDDING
Mrs. Clyde Jones is
Some 176 were killed in the colli- will represent the Hazel Chapter
got three today, and
In fact.
Tonight
Yeeterdag
sion of the carrier Wasp and de- in the state contest whch will be It is good to read shoat the people
the nutrition committee. Trained ed from fallen Dien Bien Phu end- will act as principal of the school
}qua.
359.0
deSavannah
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Ragsdale, stroyer Hobson April 26, 1932
ed with the arrival of 160 more and extends a cordial invitation to
helpers will assist in each
held during the Sate FFA
that you know so well
3M.4 Rise 03 partment. •
wounded. Thirteen more men than all children from field through plan to attend the wedding chursPerryville
Only seven months ago, another vention in Louisville June 14-16.
So. until I get back to the
Steady
386 8
Johnsonville
,day of Miss Winifred Smith to carrier was involved in a similar
Much preparation has gone into expected arrived with the last sixteen years of are to attend.
These four Hazel future farmers number one town. I thank you
so
,
coursas
3580 Steady the planning of the
group, bringing the total number
There will be varied activities Mr. John Kelley Breast. in Padu- catastrophe. A catapult mechan- will be accompanied to Paducah very much for the fine service.
Scott-Fitzhugh
358n Rise 0.1 study, and it is hoped that mary evacuated to 871. At least 2,000 at the school which will prove cah. Miss Smith is the daughter ism explosion killed 37 on the by their adviser, Carmon Parks.
Farmer's Ferry
Yours Truly,
359 0 Rise 01 children will take advantage of French Union troops were beliened interesting to all taking part, of the late Mr. G. Tandy Smith Leyte While it lay at its moorings
Bobby Latimer
Kentucky H W.
Cpl. Billy W. Sumner
and Mrs. Smith.
said Bro. Moss.
in Boston,
Reporter
Kentucky T. W. . __ 302.1 Rise U.41 this experience, a spokesman said.wounded in the 56 day siege.
Chula Chon, Korea

Revival To Be Inquiry To Be Made Into Fire
Held At Five On Board Carrier Bennington
Point Mission

t

Mother Of
Local People
Dies Today a

Jackson Generals
Equal Record For

Straight Losses

RIGHT & CO.
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Red Rebels Launch
Violent Attack
On French Fort

Christian
Bible School
Starts Monday

Hazel FFA Boys

To Be Guests Of
Paducah C Of C

The Weather
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Puerto Ricans
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charges were filed 'against six
er, The Calloway Tlenee. and The Sp
11
s
flanentlerald October 20, 197.1 and
toe West Kentuckian. January
other members of the Nationalist
WASIIIN(i.TON. May 2C, 1114 !
Party who ate already in custody.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
FBI agents today arrestea 11 leadThey include the four Nationalists
By CARL LUNDQI 1ST
ers
of the Puerto Rican Nationaldrove in other ,tallies v I ii a fly
Illotared at the Post Office, Murray,
1
who were involved in the March
Kentucky, for trgasiounioe as
United Preen Sports Writer
ist Party in New York City, ChiBy OSCAR FRAkET
ball, as lefty Johnny Podres sufSecond Clan Metter
1 shooting in the House.
Andy inifko hos b,5' tivon
cago, anti Puerto Rico oa charges
I
nailed Trees Sped, Wilke
,.d. fered the first loss
of his career
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a
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Milwaukee Braves nada).
Chaael Num- gar Hoover.
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Editor
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overthrow the U. S. government.
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Top Dress Alfalfa Meadows To
Get More Hay, Bigger Profits

The legal charge agalris'. the Nationalists AS editiatis canapiracy, to
overthrow the U. S. governnient.
If convicted. the Nationalits leada ers: would be sot:0:J
'to o maximum penalty of six' years imprisonment and $5.000 Ens
Among those arrestea ticlay was
Rasa Cullazo, who is new serving
-tife:sentetite -for
pert in the'
atternp;ted assassination, of Mr.
Truman.

Furniture

1

ick legume stands can
be
Maintained year after year when
they are regularly fertilized.
•
EGUME -GRASS meadows
will make a quicker comeck this summer if vou top
ess them after the first cutting.
The Middle West Soil Improveent Committee lists these
dividends" resulting from top
dressing your fields with plenty

of phosphate-potash fertilizer:
1—You get more hay per acre.
That means lower feeding costs
and higher profits.
2—The hay is higher quality,
more nutritious, with a bigger
portein content.
3—The top dressed fertilizer
aids in the development of the
roots after the tops have grown
out.
4—You help increase the life
span of your alfalfa stands.
The committee reports that
\lidwestern agronomists recoma.end using up to 300 pounds
per
• ,•re of phosphate - potash ferti, /er such as 0-20-20 or 0-10-30,
.tepending on the nutrient requirements of the soil.
Alfalfa has a big appetite for
potash and phosphate, the committee points out. For every
four tons of hay produced durmg the summer season, the alfalfa crop pulls out 140 pounds
of potash and 55 pounds of phosphate.
These nutrients must be replenished in the form of commercial fertilizer if thick growing alfalfa stands and high yields
are to be maintained, the Middle
West Soil Improvement Committee reports.

Emergency Pastures Keep
Summer Milk Output High
with AUTOMOTIVE

MUI

Nike Guided
Missies To
Aid Capital •
NEW YORK — Nike guided
missile anti - aircraft installations
that will virtually ring the District
of Columbia will provide an umbrella defense cover 25 miles in
diameter and %0.000 feet high for
the nation's capital, Engineering
News-Record, McGraw-Hill pencaton, revealed.
One now under constriction at
Lorton:. Va., 17 miles !tom • the
capitol building in Warhington,
will be first operational installation of this type to be completed
—early in July. the publication
says.
The Army Corps of Engineers
will start constru:tion at once on
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Cow-filling pastures yield more pounds of milk per
acre.
EED insurance to keep milk adding a fertilizescontaining
production high when sum- well-balance
ter drought burns out bluegrass gen, phosph d amounts of nitreate and potash.
growtn, can be provided. by well
Seedings can be made up to
ik fertilized emergency pastures
Such as Sudan grass or oats and the middle of June.
•
rape, reports the Middle West 'The agronomists point out that
n grass is particularly
a Soil Improvement Committee.
If these emergency and nip- dr ght-resistant. It thrives in
hottes
the
t weather when the
plemental pastures are to pay
off in fatter milk checks, then plants have plenty of nutrients
you need to get high yields per tsis feed on. The seed tars be
acre. And for those high yields broadcast or drilled in at the
you need to have high soil fer- rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre.
tility.
The agronomists advise keepHigh yielding emergency pas- ing the stock off Sudan pasture
ture can save you money by until growth is 18 or more inches
eliminating the cost of feeding high and has taken on a dark
Snore grain. It can cut down pro- green color. That is a precaution
ductioa expenses and help in- .against prussic acid poisoning.
crease your net returna.
It is reported that on average
Whether you plant Sudan or soils Sudan grass will carry two
_oats and rape, the crop needs fullgrown cows per acre
for two
bet only a balance of -fertility, or three months. The crop lends
but ample amounts of fertilizer itself well to rotational grazing.
as well. Providing both will help
Surplus pasture can be put inyou get cow-filling high yields. to the silo
for reserv
Aeronomists at Midwestereag- Shortages of rough e feed when
gicultural colleges recommend committee says. age occur, the

-ripuss
!"
row irissassily'
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39c
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td Supply
Legionnaire Marcel (liampourny Is put
aboard boapital plane at Luang Prabang, bound
for Hanoi hospital.

'41roreIgn

Five

2 for

35c

2 boxes

29c
Cherries

TOMATO JUICE, 46 oz. can
Sugar Cured
Ram'

Jowls

35e
Sliced or by the
piece

53c

Red Pitted Pie

Stokely's Finest

29c

Stokely's Finest

303 Can

2 for

CUT BEETS, 303 can

25c

Niblet's Brand

39e

2for

MEXICORN, 12 oz. can 2 for

39c

Underwood

DEVILED HAM, can

24c

Kitchen Charm

WAXED PAPER . .

23c

Fresh Yellow
SquashlOe lb

PURE

Ground Beef
Lard

.‘,
1
REAL-KILL

ground fresh several
times daily
3 lbs. for

4 lb. carton

$1.00

Mutton 19c 8

111-108 Value

2 cans
37c

PAPER
NAPKINS

PURL

12 oz. can

6411it*WIF

D

WHOLE KERNEL
CORN,

COUNTRY G. CORN, 303 can

ANGLO

ROAST
, BEEF

)9c

32c

PA/ME
0g41/1Y

Franks

At

2 cans
39c

Stokely's

Large All Meat

NIB LETS

GREEN GIANT
PEAS

3 cans
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Shop Parker
'
s One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Out
standing Values

Independent laboratory testi by
Motu'. Whicleliew•arch.Inc.,recognised automotive ttating authori
ty
proved 1.11./UI-AIOLY:
• SAY'S 36%0N OKI •
• SAWS 17% ON GASI

I

. piss Tann

Smith Fifth Street

PLATING

Vlement to be granted this •ward.
SIMPLY ADD ONE CAN to
your
rec,tor oil LittVI-NIO
LY then
-mars all engine. rictiou surface
with • protective anti-fnctions
metal plating of slippery Molybdenum Disulfide. Your engine
af gains
new smooth thding
_ - =not poiisible with oil power
alone.
111.
LIC/t/I-MOLY gives extra
power, pickup. .. no dry starts.

ftn•ann-.--

a pprorelrnate y
.t er
it
5- economy coupl
fact locality, according to estima
tions, at a total cost of upwards that within
tes of Upon reaching the surisce
1f
th
, the MOUNTAIN LAUREL
t timeig
Army - Army engineers.
of $75,000,000 across the northern ures
magazine sirs's, missiles may be FESTI
that the aspect of guided
VAL UNDERWAY
Top-Pr
lority Scheduling
United States to guard what the missile
moved
to `duxiliary
.operati s will alter conlaunching
The program for construction
militdry joint chiefs. Of staff call siderab
racks
or be fired - immediately
•ly, possibly rendering the
PINEVILLE t
— The ennual
of on-site :facilities for surface-0the 14 critical defense areas of present
from the elevator platform.
anti-aircraft consept ob- air
Kentucky Mountain Laurel Festimissile battalions, Army dithe nation. The project will be solete:
Scope Of Construction Work
val got underway here today with*"
rects, has priority over all other
completed within two years.
Contract work by district and a concert by the Second
stallationa Include Two Areas Army
Army.
construction with the exThe areas to be guarded. -for
division engineers will include the Band. Ft. Meade, Md.,
A Nike installation consists of
in the
ception of critical ammunition
which site construction contracts two areas,
installation of utility systems, in- Courthouse yard.
the launching area and manufacturin
g projects.
are almost all let, are: Norfolk the
cluding fuel-oil storage facilities,
control area. The launching
Below-Ground Structure
Va.; WaShington-Baltimore; Phila- area
Candidates for Mountain Laurel.
and government-furnished equipconsists basically of guided ' Under
current plans, each Nike
delphia; New York; Bosti,n; Pitts- missile
be
ment; and construction •.:f earth queen and; their escorts
magazines constricted of battery
will operate out of two
burgh; Cleveland; Chicago-Detroit; concre
mounds, roads, and all buildings honored tonight 'at a supper at
te below ground, fuel starconcrete missile magazines, with
Colorado Springs-Denver: Hanford, age
and structures except barracks, Pine Mountain State Park Lodge.
and maintenance facilities,
each magazine consisting of a conThis will be followed by' a recepWash.; Seattle; Los Angeles; San while
administration and supply buildthe control area consists crete
tion at a downtown hotel. 'where
structure built entirely be- ings.
Francisco; and ene unnamed site mainly
About six acres are necessary
of radars to track the ene- low
the candidates will be formally
ground at an approximate
Ten-Year Minimal])
my, track the defending Nike.
for battalion headquarters and introduced.
and cost of
$75,000. The structvre con- headqu
Tiere will be up to tour Nike radars and
arters administrat!vc, ope- -One
equipment io coordi- tains
of the beauties repres.ent-...7_
sound and explosion-proaf rative,
battalions, each of 448 persona and nate
and dictate corrections to
storage and housiee facili- ing 17 Kentuclty college
launching control roams, storage
s and
each consisting of four firing bat- Nike. The
ties, the magazine says. The dis- Universities will
two areas need to be and
be crowned and
maintenance facilities for misteries, in a single defense area, at least
tame from this location to the kissed by Gov. Lawrence
1,000 yards but not more
Wethersiles and an automatic elevator
depending upon local population than four
launching area may, in certain by in Laurel Cove of Pine Mounmiles. apart, and must for raising
missiles to surface for cases,
and manufacturing demity, ac- be "in
be as short as one-half mile tain State Park tomorrow afterline of sight."
firing. The elevator receives
cording to the magazine. The Lora but may not exceed 6.010 yards. noon.
Construction costs for a typical
missile in horizontal position
ton installation and others soon to launching
from Housing for operating person
area could vary be- storage
nel
, then as it is being raised
be constructed are designed to last tween $350,00
of launching facilities will re0 and $500,000, and to the
Construction of complete Nike
surface the missile autoa minimum of ten years. This was for a control
quire about one acre and be not installations is contra
area between $100.- matically
cted for un-,;
and simultaneously is more
decided II:son by the dictates ot. 000 and
than 500 yards away fr urn der the standard lump
$150,000. depending on raised
sum unit- t•
to vertical firing positian
the nearest launsher.
price type construction contract.

Free Parking

MOLY'

-FRICTION ENGINE

Tilt
rLEDGER AND TIMES, Mitt"211:24`ftCrt
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Cut any length
o choose from

Have You Read Today's Classifieds

IRLINT, Mich. RP — City commission members, recently approved a police dept. request for
.
.

1951.
-Hoover and Brownell also said
charges were filed ritaiinst six
other members of the Nationalist
Party who iire already In custody.
They include the four Nationalists „
who were involved in the March
11 shooting in the House.
'S
The other two. against e horn detainers have been filed, now an.'
in the federal peniteotiary at Danbury. Conn.

eadquarters

11121/11 TIMM

-------POLICE-NEED OLD TAR ---

RIB ROAST
SHOULDER
LEG

29c
49c

Pint

95e

69c

Bottl•

3 for 25c

Skinners

SPAGHETTI
and

MACARONI
I4-oz. pkg.

25c

Nabisco

RITZ CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
AIR WICK ..... .

SUN-KIST

35c

LEMONS

. ....... 69c

Gold Seal

GLASS WAX, pt. can

29c

59c

Gold Seal

SNOWY BLEACH, 15-oz. box

!9 and 30

THIS 1.1.11. CAN OF

48c

Dozen
SUNSHINE

AMAZING
•UAAANTII...

Uar .frs 14k. eks.Ii
'manic lad at UT.
Till dun ANY mbar
livanaairg, bring dm
1•11.- can back and gra
llba a ANY lawn.

SHORTININ•

Whoa yes lir/

saai

SIG 3-1.111. CAN

9c

3-L it.
CAN
ONLY...8

Big Values From Big Brother
Big Brother

thou

Murray,

Peanut
FANCY MEDIUM SIZE

y.
Paratrooper mgt. Jacques Prevost carried to emerge
ncy tent
St Luang Training.

one of first evacuees, he Is from Paris.
PHOTOS FROM INDOCHINA show evacuation of
wounded from
Dienbienphu south to Luang Prabang, Laos
capital. From there
they are flown northeast to HanoL (internation
al Soundphotos)

•
••

t•

COLD W ATERMELONS

5c pound

Big Brother

Cheez-It
&Ix

19e

Big Brother
CUT

Tomatoes
Fla

vor-Kist

Green Beans
Butter

Crackers

303 can
No. 21 i can

11 oz.

35e

2 for

.1
"
91--n- • •ft

25e

1 lb box

29e

26e

•

•

_

•

1.......
••••••-maerwarm..-gt......

.
1

SAGE TWO

TuE I FneuR

THE LEDGER
AND TIMES,
MURRAY,

fri1117v

I.

KENTUCKY

••••••
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THE LEDtIER AND TIE, MURRAY,ICENTUCKY

Times Change
Lady Reporter
Reports Here

'tairs
the
White House

-

..erA•11,14•••

JELKE, SYLVIA EDER TO MARRY

THURSDAY, MAY 27 ,1954

Make Old
Ice Box Safe
Says Council

11 P.M. CLOSING

— DOCTORS DO RETIRE

— All hotels'
BOMBAY —
HARTFORD. Conn. --- ,111 —
The County Medical Associatioa's and restaurants in Bombay now
bulletin recently said that old doc- must elos..! at II p.m. instead of
tors don't fade away—they :Mire. midnight as part of the city eovContrary to popular opinion, about I ernment's policy of austerity. Bomhalf of its members are retired at bay also has prohibition.
65, it said.

By JOHN L. CUTTER
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
CHICAGO—How to let air in
LONGER INDIAN LIFE
United Press Staff Correepondent
United Press Staff Correepssidest
or keep children out of discarded
WASHINGTON IP — Baekstaiis
COLUMBIA. Mo. rtY4 — Same
iceboxes is the'subject of is recent
at the White House'
scene: Ten :sears later
— The exNEW DELHI -publication by the Rational Safety
Presidential
Press
Secretaiy
A long-legged blonde lounges in
pectation of life in India has inCouncil.
James C. Hagerty has been getthe house mother's easy chair. She
The publication. is being distri- creased from 27 years to 32, Health
FOR GENERATIONS
ting some impromptta. experience
lOoks disconsolate as gals come
buted to schools before the sum- Minister Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur
as a photWgrapher. But he hasn't
Q. What is the name of this cut dawn the winding stairs in the adparliament.
told
mer vacation period, and a stepof meat
the slightest 'idea how Kis pictures
joining hall to meet their dates.
ped-up information eal pa ign ta
A. Lamb breast,
turn out.
•
_Or was. shafted,
- she soya and
move.
underway to warn parents of the
The occasional experience cairn- Q. How is it identified?
sighs deeply. •
3, Bind the door shut with wire
greater danger during the sumwhen large groups visit President
meat
of
nagrow
strip
A. It is a
"You were what?"
mer months.
or stout rope.
FOR THE HAPPY GRAD!
Eisenhower — usually in connection
containing Oreast bone and the
"I :got the shaft," she says pa4. Padlock the door when the
ends of 12 ribs.
with some civic, educational, cnarCiting, an unofficial count of
tiently.
staring
at
a
streak
in
the
handle is so constructed.
&table or . patriotic
movemeat
Q. How is it prepared?
79 child deaths in the lest five
sorority house wallpape- *where
Weather permittine, Mr. EieenhowA. It may be stuffed or rolled
Council peInts out that the
The
years.
the
Council
detai:s
several
the upstairs shower had et erflower frequently greets them, and
and roasted (uncovered in a
methods fur preventing suffocation apparently is increasing as more
300'F. oven), braised or cooked ed. as it does every yea.
poses for pictures with them, and
in iceboxes, refrigerators, freezers and more outmoded refrigerators
Ire hippened. You've con-.e back
in liquid. Or the breast bone may
the rose garden adjoining his ofare being replaced. Twice as many
and other airtight cabinets.
breast
cut
the
removed
and
be
•
to
visit
a
familiar
place
after
what
fice or on a grassy knoll in the
between the ribs into riblets.- , seems only a few years. You
A worn-out refrigerator ehould deaths occurred in 1953 as in
feel
lawn nearby.
These are prepared by braising
be disposed of to a junk dealer, 1952. The average age of victims
Often members of such groups.
—browning first, then adding To the same. The girls you see look
WEDDING BELLS are In the works for Miekey Jelke and Sylvia
but if that can't be done immedi- is five years. with the range froro
particularly those from opt cf town
to is cup of liquid, covering close- like - other University of Missouri
two to twelve.
OREM
Fetes. anown In a New York night club before his arrest on comately, then—
ly and cooking slowly until tender. coeds you used to know living in
who seldom get a chance'to meet
17 *AK Ilstissl
pulsory prostitution charges. His subsequent conviction was upset
The riblets also may be neenared the same rooms.
a president, bring cameras .71
pi SS•
While urging legislation to imAely
the sante as a stew. (
1. Remove the door. Thi3 is the
Alieskillisck
by an appellate court. Lately he has been working as mate on a
4, ed.
hopes of snapping their owe perBut
you
no
longer
speak
the
Cal
'
pose
penalties
for
careless
covered with liquid and simmered
disfishing
boat
safest way, since a chest esin Miami, Fla. "We'd like to see the case against me
WM di mud Wi.11
sonal picture of the Chief 1:xecula:lg.:age. You swallow your *ride.
in a covered utensil.
disposed of before we make any decision as to when we will be
pe may may have a door or posal of airtight cab:nets, the
toe. Their Cameras range from
"Would you spell that please?"
Couneil
believes
that
only
inmarried,- he is quoted as saying. Sylvia is the girl who was seized
lid so heavy that a Ovid could
the simplest box type to expensive
The blonde looks up, bored.
with him $stien he was arrested Us 1952.. 4,iteragiioucs4 Sentiodphoto)
not open it even if unlatched. formed adults can give positive
models with range finders. shutter is a picture of the visitor with "S-H-A-F-T." she says. "Why?"
2.
Remove
the latch slop. This protection to youngsters.
adjustments, and flash attachments.' President Eesenhouer. They are
"Does that mean" you begin.
usually can be done easily by
In order. to snap a picture of sought by members. of Coneoss and then the housemother comes
removing the screws from the
Mr. Eisenhower from the best van- who bring in constituents or at- to your rescue.
ANIUCA
(1.11.ST 'MATCH
•
tage point. however, they ,have to tend bill signing ceremonies, buatplate. •
711ted
CAPITOL
nesarnero
dignitaries
visiting
and
MEANS
SO
MUCH MORE
circle behind a wall uf the news
3. Drill rows of holes in the cabi*That's what the girls say now
phot&graphers and newsreel cam- juet aloout every one of the PresiFRI.
riet-sides
arid
pry
and
off
the
rubSAT.
apouinuneLts *cited- when they've been jilted" she ereramen who regularly cover the ; dent's dally . e.gie
her gasket eround the door.
pleins sympathetiedly. -It really
Pylon bid
•
.
White House. The. regulars man- ule.
These methods, used together,
Set UN
a
is
rather
new
expreseihn."
news
consome
Since
there
is
OUTLAW
age to work all right uncle.. such
will reduce the danger of suf"So
what
else
is
news
new?"
the
these
you
nected
.visits,
ask
with
conditions but the amateurs. takOUTPOST
focation in 3 refrigerator kept
LISETTli
ing longer to focus and g.,t set. t photographers who regularly caner casually, trying to slip into sairiva
OF MONTANA!
in use as a starage ei binet
lt.ttud $nSS
the
White
House
usually
are
sumkind
of
slang.
frequently run into trouble. They ,
cm
"data sold.
If refrigerators are temporarily
-There's nothing new arouni
find the Meads and shoulders of , mooed to the Presideneit-offiee to
out of use while the owners wait
the realer photographers in their shoot pictures of Mr. Eisenhower this dumb place.- the blonde save.
to move them to another location,
aria his %lances. Fie years the)" "Not even the boys, Theo: must te
sell them, or miss them on to
nave been summoned from the more good ,looking men,around
lelatives, thenThat's
here Hagerty comes - in. prese room. by a .member of LI e some place than they have et
1. Remove the latch slap. which
"he &Algot& press secretary, ever.. White House press staff comtng •.n this campus.• •.^
_eon _be easily repLaccd.
Bough he is busy 'herdir.g the , to enneor.ce that the picture taking
Just then a brunette wearing a
E. Turn the box with the di
Jock of reporters and photegri- was ready.
shirt white organdy formal and
_yhers covering the event, Li 35-, 'Last week a new note was aidagainst the wall. Most boxes
bright green satin pumps comes
.une -occasionally to take the vo.1are too heavy for children to
- ir.stallataan of • boozer v.:rand
stands
in
the
doorway.
wait-ora camera and snap the desii-ed ated by pushine a bution an the
EAST
ing
grociously
.to
be
admeed.
•
:octune
AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE
.011
erour pctticoats,,, she
recepuvr. cosk at Inc far .7nst cf
TENPAS
The visitor leaves with h.the, sp.,
executive _utuccs
, lifts the edge of ger skirt to count
.. .1 !obey
ure of M. Esser.hoss.r
12,____hern off. She holts at Oto blonde
thst
a
• .....
ter snug shorts and loose T•Vashington scenes as the
17 i••••Is. Arad
21 YEARS OLD and out of prison after spending 55 of the last 57
1.1106 Al..
Chapter of
oert • and smiles kindly.
'unit attrections — the Cape,
5,0=41
years there. Lyman W. Hall (left) said he is confused 'by women
,alemgdate
Her
ril
steps urii betind her
he White. House grounds,
MS MN
Social Calendar - 1
"
TRADER TOM
THURSDAY ONLY
• trying to wear pants like men," aim aided. "Who the Sam HIll
- Terriortal arid WeShington
scrubbed
ind
too
young
(
•
Is tros fellow McCarthy!" With Hall In Chicago ts Saltauon Army
Leo Gorcey and the
OF THE
leet The -ren- probe-51y Mr'
white summer - tuv
Brig, Gen, Arvid Hamilton, who helped Hall win freedom to take
Bowery Boys in
11141""!-- /la"
'71/6piEl U111111.11, vialtor-, get*,-bT•I!
• -- 1-and- Shov7i- Orilj Mild - interest at
the
organization.
a
job
tile
with
Hall
got
for
the
in
staying
1397
— Theg..
CHINA SEAS
"
Cleo will meet the
"LOOSE IN LONDON"
„Ant.
"l
e
,ome. Hagerty never knows he hr
/I
IIIIS
Petticoat
of a Joliet. Ill., constable, lie escaped in 19255 returned cc iuntarily
at two-ga
irty
clock at the oome
featuring Huntz Hall
nroduced a reasonable likeness cf
and
Cartoon
It's
all
right."
the
girl
says,
two
years
later
hoping
for
an
early
g
/
sterna sorsa!)
parole.of Mrs.
A.
Tucker
wait
Mrs.
Murray
Mayfield
.1r. ElSer.hower or has !mopped
ignoring the boy, and, address.ng
Clyde Downs as tht hostess,
aff his head, feet, or either shcw.
.-'
the visitor with wilting respect.
• • • •
•
and is a full fledged member ie
der.
the Hollywood press as a owlet.; or;
The Paris Road Homemakers -We're pinned."
Club will meet with Aire Pat, The shafted blonde stood up. She
Just about everybody who vi'
was well stacked, as easy used
c°111Th
"I dn
oin
'
st want to be one of th,se '
Thorr.pson at one-thir•y o'clock.
it White Houlse wants a pee • • • •
'to say in the olden days of the
Elf% who goes to Palm Storm.' or ,
raphic memento of the :ices....
just sits around." explained the I
early 1940s.
Priday. May IS
he most coveted prize. of e,'
• shapely beauty today. efie.-ides. I
The C, iinty Homemakers Choros
"Nice to have met yell.- she
had to !et a job and sunport my- 1
ill meet at one-thirty o'clock in said Politely. "I think Ell po watch
• self end my four year old son."
the Littie Chapel. Murray -State television. I guess you didn't,'
Peggy, divorced from TV proCollege.
No, we didn't have, a televis:-m
Byduoer
Bartlett Ross, was adopted
ALINE momsv .
set when I was in whey.. Wanna
United Press Staff Correspondent by the Lloyds as a companion for.
something of it?
make
F1Nts sELF. 'rotas
Ameng ,their own oaughter, Gloria. Gloria
HOLLYWOOD ,IP
—
DRIVE-IN
the crowds of colemnists who mill , moved hick with the family aftet
around canapes ,and cockliiils on 'her own divorce But Peggy t.-,,,k
BAXTER SPP.INGS. Ks
TKURSDAY & FRIDAY
the Hollywood party beat is a , an apartment with a girl Bp • ,f
PtOce Jodee J T M
Dean Martin and Jerry
g oii
onc
dheta v‘w
a nm
.aosrlu
beautiful blonde But the night life ans
•fund a traffic •icket •.n baa:
ADDED EA1,10VMEIVT
Lewis in
•
of the movie stars is an old story ;
,•oppir.g in a no parking zme
he
aro"
c1 ;s.taurant
"SCARED STIFF',
to her.
rerylicest for a while before earttchPeggy Lloyd. daughter of famed . or,
with Lizabeth Scott and
lieniag from her life as dsuettter of
hes
Lloyd,
Harold
Comedian
NOW BEING INSTALLED IN THE
Carmen Miranda
of Hollywo id's wealthiest and
a part of Ms ieland "'clelY Ler- i min.
t
respected
citizens
to
life
assa
i
self since her debutante Maya.
tonal' titan reporter.
Now she goes to the same- par"I
-didn't
know
a
thing about
ties. but to work, not just play.
newspapers.. and I Atari to learn
FRA.NKFORT, Ky.-'- Hi .rrange- Peggy carries paper and riencel !to.clo
everything.". she said. "Sone.
...nt of tuberculosis hosp.tal &sprivilege of remaining at toe hos idays I even set the type.'
et tires by the ,recent General
Movieland party guests at first.
pita" where they are located. o.
essembly. will take effect July 1
under the direction of Rosemary Peterson
transferring to the new district , were surprised to see her %sill
sh eald result in better di,as soon as arrangements can b, 'notebook in hand, scribbling geoep
will present
Theatre will be open as usual EXCEPT Friday afternoon
baton in hospitals of Kentucmade by the medical ddectorstabout the' celebrities. No. hoe:- s tubercular patients. accord'es ihvate her not just because
Miller said.
at which time we will be closed to complete the installaJse D. Miller. executive
g
Patients received after July 1 a socialite but to get their partie.
of tn. State Tuberculos.s
/.
in
print.
tion.
will be taken aceording to the
speal Commission.
, "The society people are jost as
new district boundary lines.
JUNE Ist_7:30 P. M.
eager to get their names .n the
Palayet.,. r.-w in one of the hos.
Changes include those:
at MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
,
paper as movie• stars are. sne
t -es ftom these counties which
Todd County from the Madison'
Admission_Adults 90c tax inc.. Children 50c tax inc
-Some socialites even hire
sifted fr yr. one hospital
ville to the Glasgow district;
press agents to see to it th
par,
.
• •••• :1 11‘
oysey County from the Glasgow
ties are covered by the press."
the Louisville, district; Estlil I Pe.gy has other ambit!ow
• - 4 Madisen countee from the i mind besides playing girl reuniter.
. rid -in to the Pdri, .citstrict; she wants to carry the Teleid name
.teiyrie 'County from the London to Another generation of acting.'
• the Giasa,79/ dietrict: Wolfe
Gives You A Much Bigger Much Brighter Picture
"I'd like to try beim; an cceinty from the Ashland to the ttress," she said. -I've lust hiorel an
You
'
ll Love It!
dee • • e feoltnit
The zoning and planning commission of the Town of
Plan To Attend The
Murray
on Thursday, the 10th
of June, 1954, at

Read The Classifieds

The.Right
Gift...

.. %Ad.

s65"

FREE AFTER 55 YEARS IN PRISON

•

WILD BILL

EWOTT

▪

415 DRIVE-IN

— PLUS
First

. 5.11

a

sn„

Ir..:

Ni,orlit
• . ., Life
Old Story To
Peggy., Lloyd .

LAKEVIEW

Changes Made
In Hospital
)istricts

Varsity Theatre

The Murray Dance Studio
"HOLIDiY REVUE"

PANORAMIC

!NOTICE

will

Steak Tops Dad's Menu

GALA RE-OPENING

7:30 P. M. at the City Hall begin a series of hearings
open to the public for the purpose of making adjustments

— FRIDAY NIGHT --Doors Open 6:30 Curtain Time

in present zoning laws.
If you have any problem

7:00

which addresses itself to a

change in the zoning requirements, you are urged to be
present at this

meeting

during

which

complaints, sug-

gestions and difficulties will be heard.
This the 27th day of May, 1954:‘
Filmed in

by
A els UMSIA P(AUK

Rupert F:"Bill"farks,Chairman
Zoning and Planning Commission, City of Murray, Ky.
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,t
...r dinner
•/ on tether's Day will be, of course, :,
of foods that 'clad
• s tops. At the head of his list is sure to he
temperaSt. iik. This porterh,,ednis been broiled at a moderate
ture to
at its best for exit.
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— All hotels'
kY
aurants in Bombay now
at 11 p.m. instead of
as part of the city OW5 policy of austerity. Bornhas prohibition.
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in 611 the moodsof summer
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'OR GENERATIONS

The.Right
Gift...

Our Lingerie Department Is Complete
in Every Detail, Whet'her you're looking for a Plain Pettie Coat or a Fancy
Nylon Gown—We Have It!

R THE HAPPY GRADI

Nylon
17 la.r.11. Nolvral $65
"

and Lace
Trimmed

WA

Ladies

MEANS SO MUCH MORE

•

•

Rayon Panties 25c,5 for $1.00

•

•

$1.00

Ladies

Sizes 9-15 and 12-44

•
•

•
•
•

Lace Trimmed

Rayon Panties

CZ.

•

Assorted Colors

Ladies

•

•

Assorted Colors

Rayon Panties 39c.3for

.114(ST WATCH

•

$2.95 -$3.95

Ladies
Al•if OW •

•
•

Lace Trimmed

Rayon Slips 1.98$

011.1011

esal
11•1*

Ladies

59c - 79e

$2.95 to $5.95

'Assorted Colors

Nylon Panties 59c,79e,$1.00.
and $1.98

Have you been wanting one of these wonderful Shortie
Gowns
We have them in Cotton Plisse in solids and prints
$1.98 and $2.95
Strapless Slips, white only, cotton plisse sizes 32-38 $2.95
Cotton Plisse Slips, shadow panels
S2.95

Mayfield

rray

Cotton

•
•
•

Junior Dresses

•

In all the lovable youthful, eye-appeal styles in all the latest summer
colors and designs

0
•

•

•

•

•

Ladies Cotton
Seersucker

Ladies Broadcloth

Half Slips

Ladies

Slips
Gowns
5 - $3.95
,
- $1.98 1.00 - $1.9V $2.

NYLON AND SHANTUNG

Eyelet Trimmed

•

Dresses

•

Sizes 12 to 44. Also half sizes

Assorted Colors

$1.00

•

-IE

Ire

•

Don't miss seeing our outstanding selection of

Large Assortment

ly afternoon
the installa-

Summer Skirts

Ladies Shorts

c

all the latest styles and
colors, all sizes, too!

•

$1 98 to $3.95

•

all the pretty styles and colors you've dreamed
of

•

—WON

Picture

•
•

•

—1

•
•

Large Assortment Ladies

Large Shipment

Swim Suits

CA
•

lany Lucious Colors and styles to

:00

loose from. Just right for that

FOR THE LADIES
Don't

111,

ating on the lake.

11
41 t
IlA

4,

Large Assortment of sizes

O8UU

¶i11

fail to

• :1
•••••••-!".

\ I
•
•
•

see our

wide assortment of
Cotton Blouses in

4

1117iA P CttlDt

Sizes 22 to 30
irogips
atallaWi
,•
t.

$1.98 to $3.95

$2.95 to $5.95

e Vernon

"b.

•

c°12)1
PF
P
FR
PY
D -co

FADED

Hats
$1.98. to S7.95

lovely summer colors

13.95 to $10.95

-

Ladies
SUMMER

Straws and Piques

Sizes 30-40

A[1 I1AN{S

-a

$12.95 to $14.95

S.

'Belk-Settle]

5.

•
•
j11,11.-

•
•

_
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toll. Ohl hole and have mercy for theSe people.
he buried in a foreign the
that divine heaven. How
This just a moment about the
hard is the exile for inc whose meaning
for death and
of these words and never
by Divinity
created
been
has
soul
grave:
strange
front of a
of forget how lucky we are and how
happiness
highest
the
feel
to
forgotten me!"—but having a beloved home-Isnd!
"Have
grateful to our God we should be
foreign
that we do not have to fear exile
written
was
Essay
this
Although
body that rests
4 if the one
and -know that anguish of healt
taWn lift.--131..
fits
it
Century,
preceding
the
in
appears
Not only
well in the present day because as the preceding one.
on the
should we remember ,and have
now as never before, millions of
takes on
mercy for these people but let us
innocent beings are being driven
in the
and
It also offer our land as a haven

often
provoked the 'wrath of Zeus. And
murthe human Justice pronouncing the was praying
in
mured
punhorrible
this
offers
sentence
You
ishment to the banished c.ne as a
is colder if a
merciful alternative to taking a- even a grave
Lb.
soil covers the
way NW
as
death that
who judges so lightly the affec- side. aud
"field
of glory
tions through which- life iS, lived a phantasm
the shape
.- could ever count the beats of of honour and
t•anslation others and said to his reticle' hu
eyes
anieel
consoling
a
of
the
with
been
cursed
be
has
you
who
May
one
heart of the
of an article written by Viuseppe mans:
with robbed of his native land, and the of the one who is dying in arms
Mazzini, a great Italian patriot of exile just as I am blessed
you becorne the sighs of an existence without fu- of his beloved ones, make; an inthe last Century who had to leave good fortune; may
nmy you ture, without present., all center- finitely sad cushion to the one
orphans:
kihd
Worst
twice
country
native
his beloved
take ed
eSseli
I
could
soul:
M
death
have
e
besauseh
exile
In his life as an
your mothers, fa- ever hear the solitary - cry comfought for liberation of his coun- away from
sweat- ing from the deepest of the soul
try from foreign oppression and thers, wives, children anil
your native when the memory of all he lost
petty dictatorship. It has not been hearts. fand on top
ex- seizes the exiled one, and the
translated before and we are of land—everything, with the
of life image of a loving mother, the
the opinion that it fits only too ception oT a slight breath
to roam faces of his fellow-citizens, and
well the presentday upheaval that uhich should enable you
we are witnessing going Cr. in the about thtoughout the world like the features of the virgia of his
Cain. witli the nail of desperation love appear before the • spiritual
whole world.
in your heart.
vision as phantasms of derision:—
Exile—The &ne who invented
darkhe could ever follow
if
The curse became reality and est thoughts which apper like
first this sufferang, could rot hase
milhad either a mother or a father. was poured ()VW the heads of
clouds on a day of tempest and
dear friends or a sweetaeart. He lions of unhappy human beings submerge his mind until they cons.
Plyrre•hei..
:.ke
by
simply wanted 1, take venee
fuse the divine ray of
a multitude of strange and sickly
visions—and the desperate anguish
that poisons the very seurce of
life and days—and. the env' fever
that keeps on eating hrm up. tie
would forsooth proceed ia a slower way in aggravating this sort of
death sentence.
Extremely great is the authority
assumed by human society to erase
from the book of life a name
that had been written there by
the hand of God and delivers hien
into the hands of the executioner.
that
no living being can ever penetrate: the horror of destruction,
stupifying the faculties, may alleviate perhaps to some extent the
cuts
10.5-1 12'
pain
82114'
affections.
the roots al all
"i
12%11110
X
.
2
11.
hopes and terrors: but the banished one -from his beloved native
country. in his unending agony of
7
—7
thousands and thousands of hours,
is alige: in lives on in his full
921,3 9'
vigour. in full energy
15 13-A17'
'
129
bow of pain sending
constantly arrows at hie iaeferoieless self.—Since 1h fateful word
had once been spoken. he has to

Loss Of Freedom Is An Old
Story Down Through History
The following is a

of
you

only' in memoriesi—if he.

EMPEROR SELASSIE TO TOUR U.S.

It was Thomas Paine who said:
"Every spot of the world is overrun with oppression. Freedom has
been hunted around the Globe."
And again, he has said: "Receive
the fugitive and preparo in time
an asylum for the mankind."
These are also the words of Thomas Jefferson: "The last hope for
human liberty in this world rests
on us.. Let us consecrate a sanctuary for those wham th, misrule
of Europe may compel to seek
happiness in othei climes." Even if
the words of Summer We'les echo
a little sadly: "Our Victory must
bring in its train the liberation
of all peoples..."

NIIIIMIR21

K.

}or
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Laos.
Helicopter with wounded lands at Luang Prabang,

by
C. Marek
Joseph
Prof.

Speed Race Trophy

Wounded French soldier taken out of helicopter for emergency
treatment before being flown to Haim' for hospitalization.
n of wounded from fallen DtenPHOTOS SHOW helicopter evacuatio
bienphu before the mercy plan was canceled by the French on
complaint the Vietminh were using the truce situation to move
supplies toward Hanoi delta area. (international Eadtophotosit

GAR..

of his sen-

err throughout the wor.ct as n.
erreck_of. a shin abandon:NI on qv. /MILE SELASSIE I, Emperor of Ethiopia,is shown in Addis Ababa shortly
Here Is an all-climate vorrternbefore his departure for the United States. fie comes as the official
Ocean. Without directioe.
. porary home efficiently laid out
flow- by gond guest of President Eisenhower, who renewed an invitation originally
Rind
un.
thrown
0
an a rectangle with bedrooms on
-J ! or bad fortune lust like the aban- extended by the late President Roosevelt in 1944. Emperor Selassie
one side of a center living core
new world attention recently when he reported discovery of
and a garage-utility section on the
doned ship by '11V3.-(.• sin4 winds.— created
vast and rich uranium crunes in his country. (International)
unusually
other.
wandcountries.
thrnueh
toes
He
the
Because the stock plan has
cc
disanto
tries
lands.
ers
through
-designed
appearance of a custom
near in the crowds. but among
, house. American Builder tr.agaBIGGEST YET, RISES 24 MILES
perrele of many climes he remains
• rine. 79 West Monroe St., Chicago
has selected it as Plan
to
3.
&Wee!.
a stranger to their
No. AB194-N.
Small floor plan above shows
tastes His eye 0/:"C lookinT
The center area—combination altered las out with tso bedroom, 'heir
wee horn in
living and dining room, and a instead of three. Only the left with love. because he
Raffaeno
one side by
and
Tornuato
of
land
the
kitcnen--ns flankedeonand
a utility front corner is changed.
of
childbreath
an attached agarag
first
the
where
rear.
porch off the -bed- painted white to accent the bask hood and love were his: his line
room with side
three
are
3 On the other
but i• was a
blue and red motif. A 30-inch roof
rooms and a bath. The two corner overhang protects the interior -or/led as if smiling,
117, like the bet'.
'le
without
bedrooms have cross ventilation. from sun glare.
throurh the
The stock p:an also includes an
The crawl space under the first =h:ver that passes
alternate two-bedroom layout.
used for forced warm-a.r dying: his hand pressed that of
is
floor
construcframe
of
is
The house
heating ducts.
*he other. Weans. his 1-cart was
tion with a facing of brick on all
The dwelling has an area of
goodness.
walls up to the cornice I.ne. Gable 1.533 square feet of floor area, in- nnened to beauty and .
ends have horizontal board siding. cluci.ng a garage and utility room hut slowly it became empty. there
The roof, of blue-blend asphalt at one end. This figure is helpful I was that sort of emptiness. caused
shingles, harmonizes with the red
, by cold rereotion. that nothing
an estimatng constract.cn cost.
brick..
(Detailed building plans are could fill any more—no;hing hut
Specifications call for double available
from American Builder
glazed windows of ponderosa Home Plan Service, 79 West Mon- his na•:ven., rotintre 11540. Haw
pine. Awning. doub:e-hung. and roe St.. Chicago 3. III. Refer le often cl'd hi-torn his look at the
panel picture w.ndows are used Plan No. AB194-N.)
clouds 'hat were moving towards
The wood doors and windows are
his ?lame and how many tears
rolled down his cheek phieh he
I have wanted to raise to

55'

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO,

50

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock
May 25, 1954
TOTAL HEAD 1136
Good Quality Fat Steers ......
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby B
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

ACTRESS Marie Wilson Is shown
in Hollywood, Calif., holding the
$20,000 trophy which she will preof the
sent to the winning driver in
1100-mile speedway classic Indianapolis on Memorial Day. After
each running of the race, the winner's head is sculptured and added
to the trophy, along with his full
name and the date of his victory.

$20.00-$23.50
15.00-19.00
15.00-22.00
12.00-14.00
7.00-11.00
7.00-15.50

VEALS —
Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

24.20
23.00
21.50
10.00-17.90

HOGS —
180 to 235 pounds

26.50

ECONOMY GROCERY

f•••-•A•
e„ • i
-

,,•

and the blow of the axe
longings,

I sibility. the

Ir°

11F)."4,,

—Sen't in

However, death is a mystery

B.R.

C

lions of others.

L

fli

-

d

to-seciar..44. Paz

Home Suits Any Climate

-4:5

WOUNDED FROM DIENBIENPHU

from their native cou.itiies.
extend our warmest sympathy to
should be our (hay, as the bearers those who come to our shores
of the freedom torch to is-member anxiously searching for new freedom for themselves and who, with
our help seek to recapture lost
freedom from the oppressor and

intellect

ol
of

S
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Owned & Operated by Rudolph Thurman
WE PAY HIGHEST MARKET PRICE FOR EGGS
Picnic Brand

Glider

S29.95
S7.95
S2.95

I

Red or Green

New
Service Station
For Lease

$4.50
ONLY $24.95

FURNITURE
COMPANY
East Main St.

29c

SMOKED JOWL,lb.
WORTHMORE SLICED

BACON

ONLY

THUR114N

2 an.

SUGAR CURED
RGIS1 SKYHOOK plastic tsiloon ever atilt is shown at dawn
from Univeraity of Minnesota airport, Minneapolis, Minn.
A
&her/if
record.
_t reached 122 000 feet, altitude of nearly 24 miles, balloonused
for
and la
It was made for the Office of Naval Research,
of
study of cosmic rays, a project sponsored by the University
and spread
Minnesota. The skyhook Is 282 feet long deflated,
(international Sows/photo)_
rat, wouid cover three acres.

Metal Chair

See Our
Big Selection
Of
Lawn Furniture

Bryan Bros.

Vienna Sausage 25c Potted Meat

Red, yellow, green
As Shown
Matching Chair
Small Lawn Table

2 cans i

Firm -

Green

Cabbage, lb.

pound

59e

Ear

3c Corn.3 for

19(

pound

43c

SWEET - SUE

FRYERS,
Located

4th & Pine Sts., in Murray, Kentucky

4

,,
154
..-4654-0.4

Quarters

Col-

TOBY GERARD, 21,'National
fete Queen of 1954," weari a dress
made of newspapers to illustrate
h
graduati,o. frvb.

Oleo,lb.

Write Box 249, Paducah, Ky.

e
of career After
her drIFion
the Urdversity of
Miami,she will become a reporter
folj.Mlarr.1 daily newspaper. ti, r
flPhassignment will be this yer,.
National College Queen contest in
September at Asbury Park, N

or Phone Paducah 3-4003
*.P

•

4

1.

19c Carrots, pkg. 15c

PLENTY OF ICE COLD WATERMELONS

After 6 P. M.

told& ruccessor.

Cello

Ir •

ti

4

se:tress-see-v. -s se
-
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POLICE-NEED -OLD-CAR

e=egetentiseW

FLINT, Mieh. 112 - City commission
members, recently approved a police dept. request for
$1,827 for purchase of oe -old au-

..••••••ce~".....".""NOINeee••••••••••••esec

URSDAY, MAY 27, 1954

You

Read Today's Classifieds

onnTcr-rin

Gni) DAMAILIA

remert
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Here i&„Ymider
News

Mr. and Mrs. Ri_hard Self and
children. Sunday aft.
ernacn.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Arnold
and children spent the week eel
with Mn, and Mrs. Richrod Se:f
and children.
Miss Claro Self is col, vamp.
May 25, 1054
Hello Everyone
tinning in Michigan -enc. .•, guest
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Dunn
of her sisters, Mr. and Mrs. Troy
awwwwesteseamreeemeigamempli
1 SLIGHTLY USED RCA CONand
i FOUR
Fr SALE ,
,the home of <W. A. Norman, an sole
will have more water to
ROOM
1.,NFU-EN/SHED children and Mrs. Air enda Ar- Scott and Mr. and Mrs. .1.1)n
television set. New emarantee.
help build higher yields, if
Sycamore Ext. next Saturday behouse, $15.00 per month, 5
priced to sell.-1 5 ft. Fegidaire
miles nold spent Mothers Day with Mr. ter Kimbro.
your soil hap a regular turnover
ginning about 12:00.. Items for sale
froro Murray on Hazel
refrigerator. $85.--1 7 Cu. It. FriiHighway, Dunn', mother and step dad, Mr.
I enjoy reading all the eews thei of active orgtriic Matter.
NEED A LAWN MOWEtt" ECON- See Earl Cooper or Willie Cooper and Mrs. Henry Carrington, of
tractors, inmlements, ties tubes will leiclule: household and kit:hen idaire refrigerator, $135.--1
Dr. 1.V. P. Martin, Ohio State
7 cu
the correspendents write ir..
furqitime.
Paris. Tenn.
omy Hardware has just recoved a
(ra8p) ft. Frigidaire refrigeratot,
University agronomist, points
and minni, ea per cent. cLscount.
trne7p)
$125.-JUST A HILLB114.-Y
-Mrs.
,-----ship.ne
Amanda
nt
of
out
Arnold
the
that rotting organic matter
facocus Blue
1 Kelvinator rcifigeratorik $75.-1
Das been
few sizes 50 per cent dircoun
t.on the sick list.
improves the soil structure and
model E2L Maj7ai Was r, Tike Grass Power Mowers. Sec them
Taylor Implement Company.
makes
it more porous. Water
Mr.
5
today. Easy terms, monthly. 01428c
and Mrs. Prentice Colson --CA
ROOM HOUSE FURNiS
PIANO, GOOD new, $94.95s---1 :Frigidaire
RD OF THANAS
HED.
Autopercolatek.in.more easily. Rains
em28.0 -4i'tirt
-And chi)dren- sobi et-Mr.-371C rs.
gaso13eitr-PProne-535-.
attetaa'
'
iffrifirWrher,..rei-w.itiot.ed, $149.- FOR
(m27c)
are soaked up and held by the
ALL OF YOUR BRUSH
We wish to expresso ()a.' thanks
John H. Arnold and children Mon95.-All appliances are recondi- and
soil, instead of running off, or
cleaning needs, see yew Fuller
and
appreciation to c ich
day evening.
and
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
poncling on top.
tioned and guaranteed. Wards & Brush
man, Pascal Nance. Rolle 1,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond 'Milton everyone who was so kird and
In this soil building process,
Elkins.
(m29c) Murray.
AC!ROSS
trn28o)
ind children and litt. e Patsy Aus- thoughtful to us in so many waes, millions of tiny, invisib
32-name
111EINT
Dpr D R A
le mi34-1.1,1),,un
II TO
N
tin spent the "week end with Mr during the illness and death of crobes play an important part.
RI LIEl
1-Bucket
RECORD PLAYER. BRAND NEW, FOR FAST EASY DECOR
ATING. PORTRAIT AND COMMFACIAL
c, hanging
'
As
T S A R A DeAS
they
feedour
SS-sdei ned
on
sister
organic
Especial
and
Mrs.
matter
ly do we thank
J. H. Arnold aid
-ost $49.50. Sell fur Z25.00. 10 ree- try our Super Keintone. needy
photography. Telephone
ill
Wells and
el-Vase
ESKER
to
and break it down,4they produce
TY 054,5
the blood donors, Wm... Doctors
9-An-urns
-ords. Call Fred Herndon at 1200 use. Dries in an hour. Guarant
43-Metallic
. a gummy, jelly-li
eed Wiather Studie at 14.39 for apE
T
)
ke
substan
ce.
element
(pl.)
nurses
and hospital staff who were This
Reason for stIling, leaving tewn. washable.
12-8Ite of
TA
COO
Complete satisfaction pointment.
sticky material glues tiny
14-Partner,
STAR
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Colson always wining
South
Tel Mahal
Side Square,
• 47-Soaks
to
Al
do
wliat
TIM
soil
they
"articl
•
•
es
Ft
guarant
together into cluseed. Economy Hardware.
13-0111tcrt.
(ltp)
and children and Yr. and Mrs. could.
41-Follow
Murray.
A•
ters or aggregates. These ag14- eatlow
r- MP
(Mc)
60--:1..ocatMns
(m28c)
Herbert Todd and on spent last
111-.1exi an
I HAVE AN EXTRA FINE JERCIPIP 151 AL
L!-fireek letter
We thank Brother Somerall /or gregates, in turn, increase the
lab,,
t-ttespa tier
@i2C2T I yEr WM7 E D
Sunday with Mr. and Moe. Riley his words
sey cow for sale, extra geed milk1.1-1Fattl.,) of
of comfort, all the size of the soil pores and allow
-It,'. li
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
WISHR S E DPW T
Peri,
more water to enter. As organic
Dunn and children.
er. Be fresh 9th of Jun.-.-O.
singers, the Linn yuneral Home
15-Rail, it neck
T. and insects. Expert work. Call CALL HATCHER'S TIN SHOP
bi--River In
iMaltiM SIM 'ON T
matter rots, it releases cropMrs. Bob Harris, of Portsmah, and those who
21-Ior.
Farley.
gave flowers.
(m27131 441 or see Sam Kelley.
ICIUMI)
feeding nutrients. More soil
Ma PIT E
231f1l,
(tfe) for gutters, funiaces, heating and Ohio, had a serious
).116
La-Its-flow
operation reMay each of you be blessed with. phosphate is made
• MIDW4Y MOTORS •
80 ACRE FARM. THREE MILES
available to
sheet metal work. 306 S.
Ba
cently,
maks lean
She
is
reporte
15th
d to be rest- the same helpfulness. ih
DOWN
4 miles South oh Murray on Hazel
your growing plants. It helps increase
244-Former
NE of Bakusburg, Creek
tu
3-Satlrle '
phone 1756.
ing well now.
bottom
the efficiency of the fertilizer
Russian ruler
hour of need.
(m27p)
4-Woolly
7- F-Inft fuod
Road.
land, timber. Several
31-SpanIsh artIcl•
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self visited
3-Mature
you add to the soil.
4-Syntbul for
ouilding--J. A. Cox and family
iron
Reafus Smith Farm. Wrete 1006 - Drive out and save e $SE the
Vall
'New
behind
and
Used Cars •letevision
•
S. 21st Street, Peducah, Ky.
a
7-4'ontinent
a
Grayson McClure, Purdom Parks
8-renny lit,)1
tmnpi
9-1•Ists on guard
3
Phone 84
I Ace RADIO
10- Mil of fare
AND SMALL ELECTRICBAR-B-QUE BY THE POVND Ole
attend•nt
ed
al appliance repair man for
piece, Friday, Saturday and
old
19-Cummand
Sun- THERE IS NOW
A SINGER
3,5
to c-a t
day. We.also do cemmerceal cook- Sewing Machine
;/soli
rewesentive for established Mvoci. Full or part time
110-11useien
ing. -- Louella's Bar-B-Que, one new and used
Stockade
11.
machines am. re- answer own
an
handwriting. P.O.
22.e-So he It
mile out on Hazel High -r ay.
pair service. See Leon Hall_ 1411
ro"e- wind
ml
Box 32-B, Murray, Ke.
BUT
m28c)
.1-Slio
rtNekets
"Li 30
(m29c) Poplar, phone 1074-R
TFC
IN
27Stietake
•
.7.
,
/
29-Interjection
,,
•
,FOR SALE-MONUMENVS, SOL'11-Vointnuntets
//
23-liote and fall
7/7/4
ONLy
id granite, large selectien styles,
5
3e 11
h .11
of ocean (pl.)
31 ea
sizes. Call 85, see at t. alloway
ltt-rtost of lire
.//,'
,_...
,
37-Man'• name
eZ „:
,e3
•
,,. ?
,
.,,
Monument Works,
BS-Render
BOUGHT
LBS
Veste:. (kr! ' SMALL. HOUSE, FOUR
LBS
BOUGHT
ROOMS "
.It Ilk.
Owner, West Main near
Green
College. with bath,
th
45-Hurry
PORK
PORI(
()iv& TON
hot water, nice large
ONE TON
47-In want
0140 lawn.
Ideal for small family. Call
II-Artificial alloy
3-1942
45-9tringed
964-.11.
.
FERPLIZER
FERTILIZER
In.trument
ete
_
53
401-0, ra),a !
Female Help
SOIL building measures should
44-Os Inc
GARAG
E APARTMENT.
' 411128
r0
UPR)
have "green light" priority in
61-1.atnorey
59
looms, bath, untarnistieJ, wired any farm
L2-Weaken
Soil organisms need extra
improvement pronutriLAFOR
DY
HousE
cy
be-Syrithr.1 for
w•Ty. pEo_ ,or electree stove. Loo.e.eidm29
5:: gram aimed at increasing profents when corn stalks are
pm, l• 1•12•11.•,•• scree...
breminis .
manent.
_ I
Call 842 or 526.
inine% South 4th Street. phone 1-05-eY
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Dandy

DILL PICKLES
IONA TOMATO JUICE 2

quart jar

t,
fib
14-

"SUPER-RIGHT" QUALITY

CHID-O-BIT

10 to 16
11.

•yrt

Cheese
Food

Shank Portion

2 lb. loaf 69c

lb.57c

SWISS CHEESE

01

lb. avg.

moked Hams
lb.67c

lb.99c
69c

Sunnybrook Eggs grade 4 large, ein dot
Silverbrook Butter
1 -lb roll
Mild Cheddar Cheese
pound
M el-O-Bit .1.1;d American, Swist pimento 1-1 lb
Cottage Cheese
l2-oz. etn

at

01

"Super Right" Fully

Shank Portion

COOKED HAMS

lb.59e

FRYERS

•

It
ni

51c
59c
45c
25c
24c

taste.

1oR

ft
•••

f431‘ t

1,100.11041S

"PART,

••••••••••Al

ON OWN
Till NAOS

75c

-

Armours Star .111 Meat

WIENERS

49c
69c
63c
69c
79c
39c
19c
39c
39c

Spare Ribs
59c
lean, meat), small sizes
lb.
Sandwich Steaks Bonnie Buttered 11-tra. pkg.' 39c
Chicken Parts legs thighs lb 83e. breast, lb 89c
Turkeys
49c
toms 'HI lbs and up) pound
Broiler Turkeys Pan Ready, 6 to 10 11-. avg lb 59c
Canned Picnics Boneless. read) to eat,
lb. 73c
Fresh Pork Liver
29c
o
pund
Canned Hams
4 lb. can 4.69
Grand Duchess Beef Steak
55c
pkg

Skinless

Nt.edn't RP Lxpinsive!

12 01

nag

pound
lb

3

39c
15c
43c

PINTO BEANS

2

Sr Off Deal

Big Top Dried

29'

15 7
cans

5

I1-oz

VELVEETA .

Lies:" 79'
15 It Roil
HP 1%1 Iii Ti FOIL

2

55C
29(
30(

Bails

Ba

Size

LEMONS

0116•11.

meditate sise

Cantelope
I:•rge size
Corn
3 for
Fresh Yellow
New Cabbage
bound
Tomatoes R,dd% Brand
lb

23
3
'
Yr 1pkg 72C
giant

30C

Pig

72(

Pig

1 -lb. aka 23t I

AJAX CLEANSER 2

Jean
`b 89e
25'

14 oz ,ant

CUT RITE WAX PAPER

115 foot

NORTHERN TISSUE

3

Fruit Cocktail
Sweet Pickles

Sultans 16-oz

2 for 45c
39c
jar

Jars

Party Pack quart

PORK AND BEANS

10

16-oz. can

Salad Dressing
Ann Page, qt. jar 39c
Sansinena Roast Beef
12-oz. can 39c
Del Monte Peaches Slked or Halves-28-oz. Can 29c
Salmon
45c
Coldstream, pink
16-os. can
Stuffed Olives
49c
Sultana 10,,, oz. ref jar
College

WHOLE CHICKEN

In

$1.29

3 1-2 lb. can

Tomatoes, Gr. Beans or Peas 2
Mamas Cookies
Ritz Crackers
Cheez-Whiz

23c

16-of cans

29c

9 delicious varieties, pig
Nabisco

16-oz

33c

box

55c

Kraft* 8-oz jar 29c, 1G-01 Jar
Vegetable

Hi-Ho Crackers
Burnett; Extracts

Sunshine, 16-ox
Vanilla ',in

33c

box

14c

bot

tuna

Iii"unks 39'
31b

1 -lb
Aft

75c

3 lb. can

33(

can

89c

1-2 55c; 1-4 29c

FRESH WRAP

1

39c
Hot House Tomatoes Fancy Quality, lb
Cucumbers
3 for 25c
large
Cashew Nuts '6-oz. bag 27c) 12-oz. cello bag
49c
Lemonade frozen concentrated, lt-oz cans 2 for 25c

sax paper '160 ft)

25

Roll

large fruit pound

PARAMOUNT KETCHUP
LIBBYS TOMATO JUICE

oyster
14-oz

rich in

hot
bottle

itamin•

46-oz.

CA•

19`
25'

JANE PARKER

Orange Chiffon Cake 49c
ROLLS

Jane Parker

19

par Lige of 8

POTATO CHIPS

RC"
'

CRANBERRY SAUCE

tan
t•n

49c
47c
49c

/1/1

GOOD LUCK OLEOMARGARINE lc: 29'

39

COFFEE CAKE

19c
17c

Rye Bread
Donuts

Sandwich Cookie.. Parker, 4 varieties, pkg
White Bread Jane Parker, 211 oz. loaf still only

49'

hov

29'

each

Jan Parker Plain or seeded, loaf
Plain

Jane Parker

full page full color

It gives you finer, fuller flavor, too . mighty
importarit these days' In -the-bean Ai.P Coffee
is ground when you buy exactly right for your
coffeemsker. No fettory ground coffee could

possibly give you the same fresh flavor! And,
compared with others of similar quality, it still
saves you money. Buy it today!

$1.13
$3.33

Open All Day Thursday for Your Convenience

AND PIPU-110111111

Red Circle
Bokar

1-tk.
Bog

$1.15

3-1-•• Ogg

$3.39

VIGOROUS AND W104IT

1-tb.
awe

$1.17

SAVE AN •EXTRA 6v..
BUY THE 3-LB. BAG!

4

allAMInCal POININOST

L:1
•

r000

BETA MEI . .

PO

11& 41 Pood Stores
Did GUM MIANTIC

I

• 1'0,

7 cents

We Will Be
.OPEN
All DayMonday, Memorial Day
From 8 to 6

•

3-u. MO

BIRD PRINTS
On Sale Thursday . . . still only

MILD AND MELLOW

Eight O'Clock

AUDUBON

19c
23c

June woman's day

GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
BUY CUSTOM GROUND A&P COFFEE!

25'
19c

16-07 ( A N
or .an

Kreys Sliced Beef with Gravy 16 -oz
Krey Sliced Pork with Gravy 16-oz
Krey Salisbury Steak with Gravy

8 inch

27'

roll

1 -1b

lane Parker Jelly Strew's,'

APPLE PIE

Ocean Spray , Delirious ..ith Ham. Turkey or Chicken,

1

Club, all flavors 'plus bot dep. ) 24-oz. 10c

CRISCO SHORTENING

29c
25c
Sc
25c

Jane Parker

VI hole

Beverages.
-viukon

BREAST 0 CHICKEN

BANANAS

Jane Parker Hamburger and Frankfurter

SPRY SHORTENING

47c

large pig

large

TIDE DETERGENT

5-1b. box $3.19.

59c
35c
65c

35'

large

bar,

_IVbRY FLAKES
CAMAY SOAP
OXYDOL DETERGENT

ran

Captain John 12-oz

$1.09
Golden Ripe

large

can 69e standard 11-oz

Watermelon

PARKAY OLEOMARGARNE 1.1b. eta 29e

or nat. 46-oz. can

Eatwell grated 2 16-oz. cans

Dexo Shorteninure

Oysters selects
White Bass
Fresh Shrimp

JUICY, RED-RIPE

59'

bag

lb

REYNOLDS WRAP
IVORY SOAP

sweet

1

Honey Pod

19c

Lady Betty, 15-oz, jar

ellftg

•

STOKELYS PEAS

49(

1-1b. cello

FISH AND SEA FOOD

Rose Fish Fillets
Ocean Fish
Haddock Fillets

AAP TEAS pro....

rine TM

lb.99e

11

A CUP

LESS THAN 1

lb.69c

45'

pan read, cut up, tray patekd, lb.

Smoked Picnics super right '4 to 0 lb. avg.1 lb
Sliced Bacon !super right. Ali. 7k) all good lb
Slab Bacon
any size cut
pound
7...anadian Baconsup„ Right slked or pkg
Beef Steaks 441IP super right round or sirloin, lb
Ground Beef freshly ground several times daily lb
Beef Brisket or plate lbone in
lb
Smoked Jowls sliced or b% the Piece, lb
Bologna
pound

•

Whole or Butt

1
Center Slices

Grapefru4 Juice
Tuna Fish

35c
391

12-oz. can

Cucumber Wafers

Center Slices

10 to 12 lb. avg. whole or half

49'

domestic. lb.

Whole or Butt

01

in

LUNCH MEAT

46-oz.
cans

SLA COMPANY
„

